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The Proceeds of Crime (Jersey) Law 1999 (the POC LawPOC Law), the Proceeds of
Crime Supervisory Bodies (Jersey) Law 2008 (the Supervisory Bodies LawSupervisory Bodies Law)
and the Money Laundering (Jersey) Order 2008 (the Money LaunderingMoney Laundering
OrderOrder) (the AML LawsAML Laws) in connection with the supervision of nancial service
businesses in Jersey for anti-money laundering, countering the nancing of
terrorism and countering proliferation nancing (AML/CFT/CPFAML/CFT/CPF) purposes
impose a number of AML obligations on a broad range of activities which are
conducted within Jersey including, notably, activities related to the private
wealth sector.

The general requirements are discussed in our brie ng dated 8 December 2023: "Registering for

AML supervision under Jersey's proceeds of crime legislation".

The purpose of this note is to highlight how the AML Laws impact private trust companies

(PTCsPTCs), single family o ces (SFOsSFOs) and Jersey corporate entities acting as governance entities,

with powers to appoint and remove trustees, such as protectors, enforcers and other power

holders (Governance EntitiesGovernance Entities).  

BackgroundBackground

The principal law governing Jersey's regime for AML/CFT/CPF is the POC Law. Under the POC

Law, it is an o ence for a ' nancial services business' to fail to implement procedures for the

prevention and detection of money laundering, terrorist nancing or proliferation nancing.

Schedule 2 to the POC Law (Schedule 2Schedule 2) speci es certain activities and operations, which when

conducted as a business, constitute ' nancial services business' (Schedule 2 BusinessSchedule 2 Business). Under
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the Money Laundering Order, any person conducting any Schedule 2 Business in or from within

Jersey, and any Jersey-registered legal entity carrying out such activity anywhere in the world, is

required to register with the Jersey Financial Services Commission (JFSCJFSC) and put in place

speci ed AML/CFT/CPF measures.

Entities should be mindful of the potentially severe penalties that apply under AML/CFT/CPF

legislation, both to the entity itself and to its senior management. In particular, carrying on

unauthorised Schedule 2 Business is an o ence punishable by imprisonment for up to seven

years and a ne. In this context, it should be noted that activities and operations conducted by

legal arrangements such as trusts, are carried on by their governing body acting in that

capacity. Accordingly, the governing body of a legal arrangement (such as a trustee) is

responsible for compliance with AML/CFT/CPF obligations in relation to the activities or

operations it is conducting in relation to the legal arrangement.

Separation of conduct of business and prudentialSeparation of conduct of business and prudential
regulation from AML/CFT/CPF supervisionregulation from AML/CFT/CPF supervision

It is important to remember that AML/CFT/CPF supervision is separate to the conduct of

business and prudential regulation. For example, activities based on exemptions to the Financial

Services (Jersey) Law 1998 (the Financial Services LawFinancial Services Law), such as the exemptions for private

trust companies (PTCsPTCs) (in respect of which, see below) and Governance Entities such as

private protector companies (PPCsPPCs) remain available even if such activities fall within Schedule

2 and trigger a requirement to register with the JFSC for AML/CFT/CPF supervision.

PTCs have been a particularly attractive structuring option for many private wealth structures in

Jersey as they provide the bene ts of a trust structure from a succession planning perspective

whilst allowing for a signi cant degree of control to be retained over the structure itself at the

trustee level. For families that wish to have oversight of the structure, PTCs are often a

particularly appealing option. Founders increasingly want more control and family

participation. To this end experienced family members and trusted advisers with experience and

knowledge of the family and the family business or other assets being transferred into trust can

become board members of the PTC usually to sit alongside directors provided by the

professional service provider. PTCs have since 2000 been exempt from the requirement to

register under the Financial Services Law provided (i) the PTC entity is a company (ii) it provides

trust company business services only in respect of a speci c trust or trusts (iii) it does not solicit

from or provide trust company services to the public; and (iv) the PTC entity is administered by a

"registered person" who is registered to carry out trust company business under the Financial

Services Law (together the PTC Exemptionthe PTC Exemption). As stated above, the PTC Exemption is available to

qualifying entities, even if they are required to register for AML/CFT/CPF supervision by the JFSC

under the AML Laws.
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Scope and JFSC GuidanceScope and JFSC Guidance

All persons carrying on a Schedule 2 Business in or from within Jersey are required to register

with the JFSC, if they are within scope. The JFSC has issued guidance on the interpretation of 'in

or from within Jersey' to assist non-Jersey entities to assess whether they are in scope. An entity

is considered to be conducting business in or from within Jersey where:

• It is managed and controlled from Jersey, or

• It has a physical presence in Jersey (i.e. o ce space), or

• It has employees or agents operating in Jersey (operating in the sense that employees or

agents are located in Jersey with some degree of permanence and undertaking their Schedule 2

activities from Jersey).

A non-Jersey individual who has a degree of permanence in Jersey (in the sense of having a

xed/service o ce from which they work while in Jersey, such o ce being taken in their own

name for the purpose of their business activities), will be regarded as conducting business in or

from within Jersey. Accordingly, non-Jersey resident individuals who act as directors of Jersey

companies or as trustees of Jersey trusts, will not, in the majority of cases, be required to

register with the JFSC in respect of their Schedule 2 activity.

The list set out in Schedule 2 of the POC Law is designed to mirror the requirements of the FATF

recommendations. Schedule 2 Businesses speci cally include "acting as or arranging for

another person to act as, a trustee of an express trust". In addition, whilst this is limited to

persons providing their services as a business, the guidance issued on interpretation by the JFSC

under the powers granted in the POC Law indicates that any corporate entity providing trustee

services is likely to be considered to be providing these services or carrying out these activities

"as a business" notwithstanding that they may be providing these services only to a speci c

trust or trust (for example, to one family) and are not providing trust services to the public (see

analysis below).

As a result, private trust companies (PTCsPTCs), single family o ces and Governance Entities

(including without limitation private protector companies) will likely now be considered to be

carrying out a Schedule 2 Business for the purposes of the POC Law. Accordingly, such entities

will need to register with the JFSC for AML/CFT/CPF supervision on an entity by entity basis.

Non-Professional Trustees, being individuals who act as trustee in an honorary capacity and

receive no fees for so acting, are not required to register as Schedule 2 businesses but are

required to comply with certain limited provisions of the Money Laundering Order.

In every case the JFSC's guidance should be considered in view of the relevant entity's

relationships with those for whom, or on behalf of, it conducts the activity in question and legal

advice should be sought, where appropriate.
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they hold out or publicly o er to conduct the activity for other persons;

they conduct the activity for commercial purposes with the intention of earning a pro t or

receiving compensation, including non- nancial bene ts/bene ts in kind;

the level of nancial compensation received is signi cant;

they conduct more than one Schedule 2 activity;

they conduct the Schedule 2 activity for more than one person; or

they conduct the Schedule 2 activity with a view to making a pro t, including where the

intention is for the pro t to come to someone else such as another group company.

The requirements of the Money Laundering Order which apply to Schedule 2 Businesses include

the appointment of a money laundering reporting o cer (MLROMLRO) and a money laundering

compliance o cer (MLCOMLCO), adoption of customer and business risk assessments and policies

and procedures and to carry out their own due diligence in accordance with the provisions of

the Money Laundering Order and the AML/CFT/CPF Handbook issued by the JFSC.

The Money Laundering Order provides for the ability to appoint an anti-money laundering

service provider (AMLSPAMLSP) to ful l the obligations of a relevant person to appoint an MLRO and

an MLCO and to comply with all other obligations of the relevant person under the AML Laws. In

brief, this permits certain eligible entities to appoint an AMLSP to assist with complying with

their obligations under the AML Laws. The criteria for those eligible to appoint an AMLSP is set

out in a Notice issued by the JFSC pursuant to the Money Laundering Order. The requirements

for appointment as AMLSPs is also con rmed in the Notice.

"By way of business" versus "conducted as a"By way of business" versus "conducted as a
business"business"

One important point to note is that the language in the AML Laws follows certain terms used in

the FATF Standards rather than terms used in existing prudential legislation, in particular, the

Financial Services Law. For example, entities are required to register for AML/CFT/CPF

supervision when they conduct Schedule 2 activities "as a business". Guidance from the JFSC

suggests that the following may be indicators that a person is conducting as a business:

The application of the term conducted "as a business" has wide scope and the guidelines issued

by the JFSC indicate that most SFOs and Governance Entities are likely to be included within the

scope of this term. Furthermore, the Guidance from the JFSC explicitly states that PTCs will act

'as a business'.

The e ect of the di erence between the terms conducted "as a business" and "by way of

business" is that some entities which are not within the scope of the prudential regulation
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pursuant to the Financial Services Law on the basis that they are not carried out "by way of

business", may nevertheless be caught by the broader de nition applied for the purposes of the

AML Laws. As such, save for PTCs (as they are expressly deemed to act 'as a business') SFOs and

Governance Entities which have historically relied upon the fact that they do not operate "by

way of business" should ensure that they review whether their activities could be considered to

be conducted "as a business" for the purposes of the AML Laws. In our experience to date many

will be caught by the di erent test in the AML Laws and will be required to register.

Single family o cesSingle family o ces

Single family o ces can come in all shapes and sizes with a range of di erent functions. As such

the regulatory treatment for SFOs will vary signi cantly depending upon the scope of services

provided by the relevant entity. Historically many SFOs that did carry out activities that fell

within the scope of regulation may have been able to rely upon an analysis that they fell outside

the requirement to be regulated under the Financial Services Law and to be supervised under

the Supervisory Bodies Law on the basis that they have not been conducting their activities "by

way of business". The use of the FATF terminology in the AML Laws in this respect is therefore of

particular signi cance for SFOs who should ensure that they have carefully reviewed their

regulatory position.

Where an SFO is satis ed that they are not conducting services "as a business" (and therefore

do not need to rely on the PTC exemption) and do not, therefore, fall within the scope of the

AML Laws they will need to ensure that they remain within this exemption. Particular care should

be taken to ensure that (i) the services  are not publicly o ered, (ii) the services are not

conducted for commercial purposes and no compensation is provided and (iii) the person

providing the services is not conducting the activity for more than one person. SFOs should

ensure that all arrangements ( nancial or otherwise) are carefully reviewed in this regard. As

noted above, the list of factors which may indicate that an SFO is conducted "as a business" is

very wide indeed and includes both nancial compensation and non- nancial compensation. In

our experience, it is the JFSC's expectation that most SFOs are required to register.

CommentComment

Compliance with MONEYVAL and FATF recommendations is highly important for the trust

industry in Jersey to demonstrate that Jersey remains compliant with the latest international

standards in relation to AML, CFT and CPF.

As an early subject of MONEYVAL evaluation assessment Jersey is at the forefront of

AML/CFT/CPF legislation and it is likely that other jurisdictions will follow suit in the near future

following their own assessment. The alignment of Jersey's AML Laws with the FATF

recommendations places Jersey ahead of other jurisdictions in this regard and provides
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certainty for the use of structures based in Jersey going forwards. 

The signi cant practical bene ts o ered by private trust companies (PTCsPTCs), single family o ces

and Governance Entities are likely to ensure that demand for these structures remains strong

within Jersey. As a result, service providers in Jersey need to ensure that they are aware of the

regulatory requirements and how these can impact client entities such as PTCs, SFOs and

Governance Entities.

From a practical perspective, service providers who administer or provide services to PTCs, SFOs

and Governance Entities must ensure that (where relevant) they have applied for registration

with the JFSC under the Supervisory Bodies Law and have appointed an MLRO and MLCO and (if

relevant) an anti-money laundering service provider in respect of their obligations under the

AML Laws.

Ogier's private wealth and regulatory teams are on hand to o er detailed support to private

trust companies, single family o ces and governance entities. Ogier's regulatory consulting

team is also well placed to support on corporate governance matters and policies and

procedures for AMLSPs and client entities.

Please contact James Campbell, Josephine Howe, Tui Iti or Matthew Shaxson for further

information or advice.

 

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice
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